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1 Introduction
Purpose This is a proposal to encode the Sharada script in the Universal Character Set (ISO/IEC 10646).
The present proposal (N3595 L2/09-074R2) replaces the following documents:
• L2/09-074R: “Proposal to Encode the Sharada Script in ISO/IEC 10646”, March 2009
• L2/09-074: “Proposal to Encode the Sharada Script in ISO/IEC 10646”, January 2009
• L2/08-200: “Draft Proposal to Encode the Sharada Script in ISO/IEC 10646”, May 2008
• L2/08-017: “Draft Proposal to Encode the Sharada Script in ISO/IEC 10646”, January 2008
• N3245 L2/05-377: “Request to Allocate the Sharada Script in the Unicode Roadmap”, November 2005
Acknowledgments The proposal author is indebted to Prof. Dr. Jürgen Hanneder (Philipps-Universität,
Marburg, Germany) for sharing his knowledge of Sharada, for providing Sharada specimens, for offering
detailed comments on the forms of Sharada characters, and for his patience with the author’s ignorance.
This project was made possible in part by a grant from the United States National Endowment for the Hu-
manities, which funded the Universal Scripts Project (part of the Script Encoding Initiative at the University
of California, Berkeley). Any views, findings, conclusions or recommendations expressed in this publication
do not necessarily reflect those of the National Endowment of the Humanities.
2 Background
Overview Sharada is a major historical Brahmi-based script of South Asia. It is the progenitor of a major
sub-family of Brahmi and is a sibling of the Nagari and Proto-Bengali families. Sharada was the principal
inscriptional and literary script of Kashmir from the 8th century ce until the 20th century. The script was
used to write Sanskrit, Kashmiri, and other languages of northern South Asia, first as inscriptions on stone,
copper, and other media through to the 19th century. From the 12th century, Sharada was used to write
manuscripts of Vedic and classical Sanskrit texts. In the 19th century, the expanded use of the Persian
script for writing Kashmiri and the growth of Devanagari, contributed to the marginalization of Sharada as
a medium of education and literary production.
Name The name of the script in the UCS is Sharada (fArdA s´a¯rada¯). It is believed that the term refers to
a traditional Sanskrit name for the Kashmir region, ´Sa¯rada¯des´a or ´Sa¯rada¯man
.
d
.
ala.1 Another tradition states
that the name is derived from that of the tutelary deity of Kashmir, ´Sa¯rada¯, the goddess of knowledge and the
arts, and another name of the Hindu goddess Sarasvatı¯.2 Yet, another anecdote holds that the name refers to
one ´Sa¯rada¯nandan, who first developed a writing system for the Kashmiri language.3 The name is not found
in early sources and is believed to be of relatively later origin. The script is also referred to as ‘Kashmiri’
in several European sources (see Figure 31), which is a geographical appellation of the script. The name
Sharada appears in several English sources as ‘Sarada’ and ‘Sharda’, but the preferred form is ‘Sharada’.
Geographic Distribution The historical geographic distribution of Sharada is shown in Figure 1. The
core geography of Sharada is roughly the area between longitudes 72° and 78° east and latitudes 32° and 36°
north.4 Sharada inscriptions, coins, and manuscripts have been found as far west as Afghanistan (Gandhara
and Bamiyan);5 as far south as in the village of Palam, south-west of Delhi; and on account of the migrations
of Kashmiri Pandits, as far east as Benares in Uttar Pradesh.6
1 Bühler 1877: 31. 2 Upadhyay 1998: 2. 3 Elmslie 1872: 219. 4 Kaye 1927: 3. 5 Allchin and Hammond 1978: 244.
6 Bühler 1904: 76.
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Figure 1: Historical geographic distribution of Sharada
Origins and Development Sharada is descended from Gupta Brahmi through the Kutila script. Specialists
agree that the script evolved into its present form through three distinct stages of development. The earliest
phase is a transition from the Kutila form to ‘Sharada proper’ during the 8th–9th century.7 This was followed
by another period of development during the 9th–10th centuries. Then a stage of final development during
the 11th–13th centuries.8 This timelime is supported by inscriptional evidence. The form of Sharada of the
earliest period is attested through the inscriptions and coins of the 8th through 10th centuries. The middle
phase is evidenced by inscriptions and coins of the 11th through 14th centuries. The last phase is represented
by inscriptional and manuscript records of the 15th and 16th centuries.9
The earliest-known record in Sharada is considered to be found on the coins struck by rulers of the Ut-
pala dynasty (9–10th centuries), founded by Avanti Varman.10 Some specialists attest that the stone-slab
inscription (774–775 ce) found at the village Hund (Attock District) of northern Punjab in Pakistan is the
oldest record;11 although, others suggest that the Hund inscriptions resemble Sharada forms of the 10th or
11th century.12 The latest inscriptional record in Sharada is dated at 1789 and was found at Digom (Kapal
Mochan, Shopian district) of southern Kashmir in India.13
The earliest manuscript in Sharada is the Bakhshali manuscript, dated to the 12th century, and named af-
ter the village in the Peshawar district of North-West Frontier Province in Pakistan where it was found.14
The manuscript is a significant mathematical treatise written in Sanskrit (Figure 3). Another birch-bark
7 Archaeological Survey of India 2007; Kaul Deambi 1982: 60; Upadhyay 1998: 22. 8 Upadhyay 1998: 28, 32, 44; Harmata
and Litvinsky 1992: 388. 9 Kaul Deambi 1982: 4. 10 Kaul Deambi 1982: 25; Upadhyay 1998: 3. 11 Kaul Deambi 1982:
24. 12 Upadhyay 1998: 3. 13 Kaul Deambi 1982: 62. 14 Kaul Deambi 1982: 67.
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manuscript, the Muni-mata-man
.
i-ma¯la¯, from the 14th century is significant as it is representive of middle
Sharada and it the oldest Sharada manuscript found in Kashmir. The final stages of the development of
Sharada are evidenced in the forms that appear in the 16th century birch-bark manuscripts of the Kashmiri
recension of Ka¯lida¯sa’s ´Sakuntala¯, the Maha¯bha¯rata, and other classical Sanskrit texts.15 The most famous
Sharada manuscript, however, is the Kashmiri Atharvaveda, which contains one of the only two known texts
of the Paippala¯da recension of the Atharvaveda (Figure 2).
The 13th century marks a milestone in the development of Sharada. With the inscriptions of the Baijnath
pras´astis (1204 ce),16 “the history of the ´Sa¯rada¯ proper comes practically to an end.”17 By this time the
development of Sharada may be separated into two major palaeographical periods:18 ‘Sharada proper’ and
‘modern Sharada’19 (see Figure 21, Figure 22, and Figure 23). Further development of Sharada resulted in
the emergence of new scripts such as Takri, Landa, and Gurmukhi (a comparison of these scripts is given
in Table 10, Table 11, Table 12, and Table 13). By the 15th century Sharada evolved “so considerably from
[the script] of the pre-Muhammadan documents that it seems desirable to denote it by a special name.”20
The term ‘deva¯s´es
.
a’ was used for this new form, particularly in Chamba (in modern day Himachal Pradesh)
and the surrounding areas from the 14–18th centuries (see Figure 26). In particular, deva¯s´es
.
a was the
intermediate script between Sharada and Takri.21
While the Sharada literary tradition is one based predominantly on the medium of manuscripts, Sharada
entered the world of print in the 19th century. In 1821, the Serampore Missionaries of Calcutta published
a Kashmiri translation of the New Testament printed in Sharada (Figure 5).22 However, the Sharada print
tradition was short-lived. In the Linguistic Survey of India, Sir George A. Grierson writes that a metal font
for Sharada had been cut at Serampore;23 however, he discovered that the font “and the punches, had long
disappeared, having been sold as waste metal.”24 It is interested to note that the appearance of printed
Sharada as shown in Figure 5 highly resembles the inventory of Sharada letter printed in Carl Faulmann’s
Das Buch der Schrift (1880), shown in Figure 8.
By the 19th century, the growing influence of the Persian and Takri scripts contributed to the decline of
Sharada to the margings. The use of Sharada for education and literary production, however, is attested
through the first quarter of the 20th century,25 Today, Sharada is not used, except in a very limited capacity
by Kashmiri Pandits, who employ the script for ritual purposes and for writing horoscopes. The Kashmiri
language itself is now written in the Persian script, to which new signs have been added in order to represent
Kashmiri vowels.26 Sharada itself was not well-suited for writing modern Kashmiri because it could not
adequately represent these sounds using its vowel signs. Despite its current obsolescence the fact that
Serampore missionaries decided to print bibles in Sharada suggests that there was a significant number of
Kashmiri speakers who were proficient in Sharada in the middle 19th century.
Interest in Sharada continues to grow in the scholarly community. In India, the Indira Gandhi National
Centre for the Arts (IGNCA) has organized workshops on manuscriptology and palaeography in order to
train specialists to read Sharada for the purpose of preserving Kashmiri manuscripts and producing critical
editions of the texts.27 In Germany, specialists such as Prof. Dr. Walter Slaje (Martin-Luther-Universität,
Halle) and Prof. Dr. Jürgen Hanneder (Philipps-Universität, Marburg) are actively engaged in research on
Kashmiri manuscripts in Sharada, and digital projects such as Indoskript, managed by Prof. Dr. Harry Falk
(Freie Universität Berlin) continue to advance the study of Sharada.
15 Kaul Deambi 1982: 76. 16 Upadhyay 1998: 3–4. 17 Vogel 1911: 47. 18 Vogel 1911: 47. 19 Kaye 1927: 10. 20 Vogel
1911: 47. 21 Chhabra 1957: 3. 22 American Bible Society 1938: 190. 23 Grierson 1919: 236. 24 Grierson 1919: 235fn1.
25 Grierson 1919: 254. 26 Wali et al. 1997: xix. 27 Government of India. Indira Gandhi National Centre for the Arts 1994.
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Table 1: Glyph chart for Sharada
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111BD $ SHARADA VOWEL SIGN AI
111BE $ SHARADA VOWEL SIGN O
111BF $! SHARADA VOWEL SIGN AU
Various signs
111C0 $" SHARADA SIGN VIRAMA
111C1 # SHARADA SIGN AVAGRAHA
111C2 $ SHARADA SIGN JIHVAMULIYA
111C3 % SHARADA SIGN UPADHMANIYA
111C4 & SHARADA OM
Punctuation
111C5 ' SHARADA DANDA
111C6 ( SHARADA DOUBLE DANDA
111C7 ) SHARADA ABBREVIATION SIGN
111C8 * SHARADA SEPARATOR
Digits
111D0 + SHARADA DIGIT ZERO
111D1 , SHARADA DIGIT ONE
111D2 - SHARADA DIGIT TWO
111D3 . SHARADA DIGIT THREE
111D4 / SHARADA DIGIT FOUR
111D5 0 SHARADA DIGIT FIVE
111D6 1 SHARADA DIGIT SIX
111D7 2 SHARADA DIGIT SEVEN
111D8 3 SHARADA DIGIT EIGHT
111D9 4 SHARADA DIGIT NINE
Various signs
11180 $5 SHARADA SIGN CANDRABINDU
11181 $6 SHARADA SIGN ANUSVARA
11182 $7 SHARADA SIGN VISARGA
Independent vowels
11183 8 SHARADA LETTER A
11184 9 SHARADA LETTER AA
11185 : SHARADA LETTER I
11186 ; SHARADA LETTER II
11187 < SHARADA LETTER U
11188 = SHARADA LETTER UU
11189 > SHARADA LETTER VOCALIC R
1118A ? SHARADA LETTER VOCALIC RR
1118B @ SHARADA LETTER VOCALIC L
1118C A SHARADA LETTER VOCALIC LL
1118D B SHARADA LETTER E
1118E C SHARADA LETTER AI
1118F D SHARADA LETTER O
11190 E SHARADA LETTER AU
Consonants
11191 F SHARADA LETTER KA
11192 G SHARADA LETTER KHA
11193 H SHARADA LETTER GA
11194 I SHARADA LETTER GHA
11195 J SHARADA LETTER NGA
11196 K SHARADA LETTER CA
11197 L SHARADA LETTER CHA
11198 M SHARADA LETTER JA
11199 N SHARADA LETTER JHA
1119A O SHARADA LETTER NYA
1119B P SHARADA LETTER TTA
1119C Q SHARADA LETTER TTHA
1119D R SHARADA LETTER DDA
1119E S SHARADA LETTER DDHA
1119F T SHARADA LETTER NNA
111A0 U SHARADA LETTER TA
111A1 V SHARADA LETTER THA
111A2 W SHARADA LETTER DA
111A3 X SHARADA LETTER DHA
111A4 Y SHARADA LETTER NA
111A5 Z SHARADA LETTER PA
111A6 [ SHARADA LETTER PHA
111A7 \ SHARADA LETTER BA
111A8 ] SHARADA LETTER BHA
111A9 ^ SHARADA LETTER MA
111AA _ SHARADA LETTER YA
111AB ` SHARADA LETTER RA
111AC a SHARADA LETTER LA
111AD b SHARADA LETTER LLA
111AE c SHARADA LETTER VA
111AF d SHARADA LETTER SHA
111B0 e SHARADA LETTER SSA
111B1 f SHARADA LETTER SA
111B2 g SHARADA LETTER HA
Dependent vowel signs
111B3 $h SHARADA VOWEL SIGN AA
111B4 $i SHARADA VOWEL SIGN I
111B5 $j SHARADA VOWEL SIGN II
111B6 $k SHARADA VOWEL SIGN U
111B7 $l SHARADA VOWEL SIGN UU
111B8 $m SHARADA VOWEL SIGN VOCALIC R
111B9 $n SHARADA VOWEL SIGN VOCALIC RR
111BA $o SHARADA VOWEL SIGN VOCALIC L
111BB $p SHARADA VOWEL SIGN VOCALIC LL
111BC $q SHARADA VOWEL SIGN E
Table 2: Names list for Sharada
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3 Characters Proposed
Number of Characters The 83 letters proposed here comprise the core Sharada character set.
Character Names The convention used for naming Sharada characters in the UCS follows that used for
Devanagari. However, there are traditional Kashmiri names for each Sharada character, given in Table 8
(consonants) and Table 9 (vowels and signs). For example, a sharada letter a is known as a¯dau a, k
sharada letter ka is known as kov ka, etc. This is similar to traditional character names in Gurmukhi, eg.
a u+0A05 gurmukhi letter a is called air
.
a¯, k u+0A15 gurmukhi letter ka is called kakka, etc.
Allocation Sharada is currently allocated six columns in the Supplementary Multilingual Plane (SMP)
(Plane 1) of the UCS at the range U+11180..U+111DF.28 The character assignments are shown in the glyph
chart (Table 1) and in the names list (Table 2). The code-points for individual characters are not referenced
in this proposal in order to accommodate possible changes to the present allocation.
3.1 Character Inventory
Consonants There are 34 consonant letters:
k sharada letter ka X sharada letter dda m sharada letter ma
K sharada letter kha Y sharada letter ddha y sharada letter ya
g sharada letter ga Z sharada letter nna r sharada letter ra
G sharada letter gha t sharada letter ta l sharada letter la
R sharada letter nga T sharada letter tha L sharada letter lla
c sharada letter ca d sharada letter da v sharada letter va
C sharada letter cha D sharada letter dha f sharada letter sha
j sharada letter ja n sharada letter na q sharada letter ssa
J sharada letter jha p sharada letter pa s sharada letter sa
∂ sharada letter nya P sharada letter pha h sharada letter ha
V sharada letter tta b sharada letter ba
W sharada letter ttha B sharada letter bha
Vowels There are 14 independent vowels:
a sharada letter a ı sharada letter vocalic rr
x sharada letter aa ≤ sharada letter vocalic l
i sharada letter i ≥ sharada letter vocalic ll
I sharada letter ii e sharada letter e
u sharada letter u û sharada letter ai
U sharada letter uu ú sharada letter o
∑ sharada letter vocalic r ù sharada letter au
28 Unicode Roadmap Committee 2009.
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Vowel Signs There are 13 dependent vowel signs:
þA sharada vowel sign aa þ' sharada vowel sign vocalic l
Eþ sharada vowel sign i þ| sharada vowel sign vocalic ll
þF sharada vowel sign ii þﬂ sharada vowel sign e
þ  sharada vowel sign u þ{ sharada vowel sign ai
þ˙ sharada vowel sign uu þo sharada vowel sign o
þﬁ sharada vowel sign vocalic r þO sharada vowel sign au
þŽ sharada vowel sign vocalic rr
Various Signs There are 8 various signs:
þ⁄ sharada sign candrabindu _ sharada avagraha
þ\ sharada sign anusvara Œ sharada sign jihvamuliya
þ, sharada sign visarga Ω sharada sign upadhmaniya
þ^ sharada sign virama : sharada om
Punctuation Signs There are 4 punctuation signs:
. sharada danda  sharada abbreviation sign
; sharada double danda ø sharada separator
Digits There are 10 digits:
0 sharada digit zero 4 sharada digit four 8 sharada digit eight
1 sharada digit one 5 sharada digit five 9 sharada digit nine
2 sharada digit two 6 sharada digit six
3 sharada digit three 7 sharada digit seven
3.2 Characters Not Proposed
The intent of this proposal is to encode a core set of Sharada characters. There are several signs and symbols
found in Sharada manuscripts, which are supplementary characters. Some of these characters are described
below, along with the rationale for excluding them from encoding at present.
1. The sacred sign ekam The sign ð ekam is a sacred sign in Kashmiri Shaivism. It is described by
George A. Grierson in his article “On the Sharada Alphabet” (1916). There is insufficient information
to determine if this character is used specifically in Sharada documents, on account of being a sign
associated with Kashmiri Shaivism, if it occurs in documents in Devanagari and other scripts. This
character is, therefore, not proposed for encoding at present.
2. Miscellaneous Punctuation Several punctuation marks have been identified in Sharada manuscripts.
Signs such as õ and ö are used as section marks (as shown below). Additional investigation is needed
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in order to ensure that these marks are not idiosyncratic. Therefore, these characters are not proposed
for encoding at this point.
3. Signs for Representing Vedic Sanskrit Sharada has signs for representing Vedic tones. It may be
possible to unify these with existing Devanagari characters and Vedic tone characters proposed by
Michael Everson and Peter Scharf (2007) as part of the Vedic Extensions block (U+1CD0..1CFF).
Three such signs found in the Kashmirian Paippala¯da Atharvaveda (Figure 2) are:
(a) Bar above Could be unified with þj u+0951 devanagari stress sign udatta.
(b) Bar below Could be unified with þl u+1CE0 vedic tone kathaka anudatta.
(c) Dot below Could be unified with þ

u+1CDF vedic tone dot below.
4. Signs for Representing Kashmiri Diacritic signs were introduced to modern Sharada for the pur-
pose of representing vowels of the Kashmiri language, which could not be expressed using the regular
Sharada vowel signs. Three signs have been identified:
(a) Below-base slash Sign similar to þ^ u+094D devanagari sign virama.
(b) Underdot Sign similar to þ

u+093C devanagari sign nukta.
(c) Above-base bar Sign similar to þj u+0951 devanagari stress sign udatta.
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It is possible that Grierson developed these characters in order to document the phonetic repertoire
of the Kashmiri language in both Sharada and Devanagari for the Linguistic Survey of India. These
signs appear in the hand-written specimen of Sharada (Figure 4) and also in the printed Devanagari
examples of Kashmiri in the Survey. Additional investigation is needed in order to ensure that these
marks are not idiosyncratic. Therefore, they are not proposed for encoding at present.
5. Revision Marks Sharada manuscripts contain numerous signs used for purposes of annotation and
revision, such as the ‘plus’ and ‘caret’ signs shown in the specimen below:
These signs are quite common. Several of these signs have been identified and documented. However,
a complete inventory of these characters has yet to be produced and their function has yet to be
determined. It is also possible that these characters may be represented with existing characters of
similar or equal function. Therefore, these characters are not proposed for encoding at present.
6. Various Character-Like Signs Several character-like signs have been identified in a Sharada manuscript
of the Yoga Va¯sis
.
t
.
ha. One of these signs resembles 9 sharada digit nine written with þ⁄ sharada
sign candrabindu, as shown below. There is insufficent information regarding the semantics, func-
tion, and properties of these characters to propose them for encoding at present.
7. Various Symbols Several symbols have been identified in a Sharada manuscript of the Yoga Va¯sis
.
t
.
ha.
One of these is shown below. There is insufficent information regarding the semantics, function, and
properties of these characters to propose them for encoding at present.
8. Decorative Marks Sharada manuscripts contain various decorative marks. These marks are used
to mark text divisions, such as end of verse, end of section, end of text. The specimen below from
the Bakhshali manuscript (Figure 3) highlights the use of such decorations. These marks are similar
to flourishes used in other scripts. Further research is required in order to understand the function of
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various Sharada decorative marks and to determine the potential for unifying such marks. Therefore,
these characters are not proposed for encoding at present.
3.3 Basis for Character Shapes
When attempting to develop a standard encoding for a script such as Sharada, it is difficult to determine
which form of the script along its millenium-long history should serve as the representative of its ancestors
and descendants. An analysis of Sharada specimens from the 8th through the 20th century indicates that
Sharada evolved significantly throughout its history, but that the forms of the script from the 13th century
onwards display marked uniformity in the appearance of characters (compare the forms in the Bakhshali
manuscript of the 12th century (Figure 3) with those of the specimen in the Linguistic Survey of India from
the late 19th century (Figure 4), and also see the comparison of manuscript forms in Figure 18, Figure
19, and Figure 20). Such uniformity coincides with the emergence of ‘modern Sharada’ after the 13th
century, which is distinguished from ‘Sharada proper’.29 The distinction between ‘proper’ and ‘modern’
Sharada may be understood as the difference between inscriptional and hand-written Sharada, respectively
(see Section 2). The uniformity of ‘modern Sharada’ forms suggests that the essential typology of the script
was best captured with the fluidity of reed pen and ink on birch bark than through the relative stoicism of
stylus on copper or chisel on stone.
Given this, the form of Sharada proposed for encoding in the UCS is modern Sharada. Modern Sharada is
the script of Sharada manuscripts, which are the most plentiful of extant Sharada records. Thus, the Sharada
characters proposed here are digitized forms that were designed from a comparative analysis of the typology
of each character across various hand-written sources (Table 3, Table 4, and Table 5). Comparison was also
made with printed (Table 6) and digitized (Table 7) forms. The resulting digitized typeface, therefore,
represents an idealized form of Sharada glyphs that seeks to complement an idealized character set that
encompasses characters from the various periods of the history of Sharada.
Ultimately, the principle that guides this proposal is not so much the decision to base Unicode Sharada upon
modern Sharada, but the establishing of a standard character set for the script. The most important aspect
of any proposal to encode a script in the UCS is adherence to the character-glyph model, or distinguishing
between the semantics of a character and the appearance of that character. Applying the principle of encod-
ing characters, not glyphs in developing a standard character set for Sharada ensures that not only modern
Sharada, but any historical incarnation of the script may be ultimately represented using the UCS standard
for Sharada, be it the Sharada of the coins struck by Ra¯ja Avanti Varman of the Utpala dynasty of the 9th
century or the script of the Kashmiri documents written by Maha¯mahopa¯dhya¯y Pan
.
d
.
it Mukund Ra¯m ´Sa¯strı¯
in the 19th century.
29 Kaye 1927: 10; Upadhyay 1998: 3–4; Vogel 1911: 47.
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a b c d a b c d
ka k da d
kha K dha D
ga g na n
gha G pa p
nga R pha P
ca c ba b
cha C bha B
ja j ma m
jha J ya y
nya ∂ ra r
tta V la l
ttha W lla — — L
dda X va v
ddha Y sha f
nna Z ssa q
ta t sa s
tha T ha h
Table 3: Comparison of hand-written Sharada consonants shown in Slaje and Hanneder (column
‘A’), Ojha¯ (column ‘B’), and Grierson (column ‘C’) with digitized forms designed by Pandey (col-
umn ‘D’).
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a b c d a b c d
a a rr ı
aa x l ≤
i i ll — ≥
ii I e e
u u ai û
uu U o ú
r ∑ au ù
Table 4: Comparison of hand-written Sharada vowels shown in Slaje and Hanneder (column ‘A’),
Ojha¯ (column ‘B’), and Grierson (column ‘C’) with digitized forms designed by Pandey (column
‘D’).
a b c d e a b c d e
0 0 5 5
1 1 6 6
2 2 7 7
3 3 8 8
4 4 9 9
Table 5: Comparison of hand-written Sharada digits shown in Slaje and Hanneder (column ‘A’),
Ojha¯ (column ‘B’), and Grierson (column ‘C’) with metal forms shown in Pihan (column ‘D’) and
digitized forms designed by Pandey (column ‘E’).
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consonants
a b a b
ka k da d
kha K dha D
ga g na n
gha G pa p
nga R pha P
ca c ba b
cha C bha B
ja j ma m
jha J ya y
nya ∂ ra r
tta V la l
ttha W lla — L
dda X va v
ddha Y sha f
nna Z ssa q
ta t sa s
tha T ha h
vowels
a b
a a
aa x
i i
ii I
u u
uu U
r ∑
rr ı
l ≤
ll ≥
e e
ai û
o ú
au ù
digits
a b
0 0
1 1
2 2
3 3
4 4
5 5
6 6
7 7
8 8
9 9
Table 6: Comparison of Sharada characters from the metal fonts produced at Serampore (column
‘A’) and Pandey (column ‘B’). The metal fonts were used to print the Kashmiri bible shown in
Figure 5.
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consonants
a b a b
ka k k da d d
kha K K dha V D
ga g g na n n
gha G G pa p p
nga < R pha f P
ca c c ba b b
cha C C bha B B
ja j j ma m m
jha J J ya y y
nya x ∂ ra r r
tta T V la l l
ttha L W lla — L
dda D X va v v
ddha ? Y sha S f
nna N Z ssa X q
ta t t sa s s
tha w T ha h h
vowels
a b
a A a
aa Au x
i [ i
ii { I
u ] u
uu } U
r R ∑
rr — ı
l — ≤
ll — ≥
e Y e
ai Ye û
o O ú
au OP ù
digits
a b
0 0 0
1 1 1
2 2 2
3 3 3
4 4 4
5 5 5
6 6 6
7 7 7
8 8 8
9 9 9
Table 7: Comparison of Sharada characters from digitized fonts designed by Raman Kaul (column
‘A’) and Pandey (column ‘B’).
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consonants
k ka kov ka sharada letter ka
K kha kho˘nı˘ kha sharada letter kha
g ga gagar ga sharada letter ga
G gha go˘sı˘ ga sharada letter gha
R n˙a na¯rug na sharada letter nga
c ca tsat
.
uv tsa sharada letter ca
C cha tshvo˘tiñ tsha sharada letter cha
j ja za˙yı˘ za sharada letter ja
J jha zo˘s´iñ za sharada letter jha
∂ ña kho˘na phut
.
ı˘ ñe˘ sharada letter nya
V t
.
a ar ma¯ 


mt
.
a sharada letter tta
W t
.
ha sar ma¯ 


mt
.
ha sharada letter ttha
X d
.
a d
.
ud
.
d
.
a sharada letter dda
Y d
.
ha d
.
aka d
.
a sharada letter ddha
Z n
.
a na¯nagurı˘ na sharada letter nna
t ta tov ta sharada letter ta
T tha thöshı˘ tha sharada letter tha
d da dadav da sharada letter da
D dha du¯ñ da sharada letter dha
n na nastuv na sharada letter na
p pa pad
.
urı˘ pa sharada letter pa
P pha phariñ pha sharada letter pha
b ba bub ba sharada letter ba
B bha böyı˘ ba sharada letter bha
m ma mov ma sharada letter ma
y ya ya¯va ye˘ sharada letter ya
r ra raka ra sharada letter ra
l la la¯va la sharada letter la
L l
.
a bodu dud da sharada letter lla
v va vashe˘ va sharada letter va
f s´a s´e˘kar s´e˘ sharada letter sha
q s
.
a phörı˘ s´e˘ sharada letter ssa
s sa sus sa sharada letter sa
h ha ha¯la ha sharada letter ha
Table 8: Transliteration and traditional Kashmiri names of Sharada consonants
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independent vowels
a a a¯dau a sharada letter a
x a¯ aitav a¯ sharada letter aa
i i ye˘ye˘v ye sharada letter i
I ı¯ yishe˘rav yı¯ sharada letter ii
u u vo˘pal vö sharada letter u
U u¯ vo˘pal ba¯ ¯ü sharada letter uu
∑ r
˚
r˘
˚
nav r˘
˚
sharada letter vocalic r
ı r¯
˚
rakhav rü˘ sharada letter vocalic rr
≤ l
˚
le˘ye˘v l
˚
e˘ sharada letter vocalic l
≥ ¯l
˚
lisav sharada letter vocalic ll
e e talavy ye sharada letter e
eﬂ ai tölı¯ ai sharada letter ai
ú o vut
.
ho o sharada letter o
ù au as´idı¯ au sharada letter au
dependent vowel signs
þA -a¯ vaha¯y sharada vowel sign aa
Eþ -i m¯üntha˘r sharada vowel sign i
þF -ı¯ ar m¯üntha˘r sharada vowel sign ii
þ  -u khu¯ru˘ sharada vowel sign u
þ˙ -u¯ ar kh¯ürü˘ sharada vowel sign uu
þﬁ -r
˚
r˘
˚
nav r˘
˚
sharada letter vocalic r
þŽ -r¯
˚
rakhav rü˘ sharada letter vocalic rr
þ' -l
˚
le˘ye˘v l
˚
e˘ sharada letter vocalic l
þ| -¯l
˚
lisav la sharada letter vocalic ll
þﬂ -e hö˘m
.
d
.
u˘ sharada vowel sign e
þ{ -ai ho˘m
.
jor sharada vowel sign ai
þo -o oku˘ shyu¯ru˘ sharada vowel sign o
þO -au oku˘s´i vaha¯y sharada vowel sign au
various signs
þ⁄ m
.
ad
.
ı˘ tsandra phyoru˘ sharada sign candrabindu
þ\ 


m mas phe˘rı˘ a 


m sharada sign anusvara
þ, h
.
do phe˘rı˘ ah
.
sharada sign visarga
þ^ mörith sharada sign virama
Œ h
¯
zihva¯mu¯lı¯ya sharada sign jihvamuliya
Ω h
¯
upadhma¯nı¯ya sharada sign upadhmaniya
_ ’ od
.
u˘ a¯dau a sharada avagraha
Table 9: Transliteration and traditional Kashmiri names of Sharada vowels and signs
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4 The Writing System
4.1 General Features
Classification The Sharada script is an abugida of the Brahmic type and is written from left to right.
Structure The structure of Sharada is identical to that of Devanagari. Consonant letters bear the inherent
vowel a when unaccompanied by a vowel sign. The inherent vowel is suppressed by the vira¯ma to produce
the bare form of the consonant. A bare consonant followed by another consonant results in a consonant
conjunct. The inherent vowel is changed by applying a dependent vowel sign to the consonant.
4.2 Distinguishing Features
Appearance Georg Bühler states that “[a] general characteristic of the ´Sa¯rada¯ of all periods is found in
the stiff, thick strokes which give the characters an uncouth appearance and a certain resemblance to those
of the Kus
.
a¯na period.”30 The specimen below embodies such a description:
Compared to a more cursive style:
Headstroke The joining properties of the headstroke of Sharada characters is a rendering and font design
issue. There is no rule governing the joining of the headstrokes of characters to other characters. In the
example below, the headstrokes of characters connect only to dependent vowel signs, not to other characters:
30 Bühler 1904: 76.
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The following example shows the headstrokes of all characters joined, as is the practice in modern Devana-
gari:
Another common practice is the joining of headstrokes in an arbitrary manner:
Such variations in the writing of headstrokes may be ultimately attributed to scribal preference. The head-
stroke is most important as a structural feature of a character’s glyph; not for its joining properties.
Virama The sign þ^ sharada sign virama is written to the right of the consonant letter it modifies. This
practice differs from the usual mode in Indic scripts of writing vira¯ma beneath consonants, eg. Sharada k^
k and Devanagari к^ k:
The vira¯ma is also written as a curved or S-shaped sign:
The form of Sharada vira¯ma þ^ may resemble þA u+093E devanagari vowel sign aa, but is it distinct
from þA sharada vowel sign aa. Although both are vertical signs, there is significant difference in length
of the vertical stroke, and therefore little confusion as to which character is being represented. The specimen
below highlights aa and virama:
While the Sharada vira¯ma is a spacing mark, it is semantically identical to vira¯ma of Devanagari and similar
Indic scripts.
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4.3 Consonant-Vowel Ligatures
In Sharada, consonant-vowel combinations are often written as consonant-vowel ligatures. This is most
commonly the case with the non-spacing vowel signs.
sharada vowel sign u The basic shape of the dependent sign for the vowel u is þ  . This shape
changes when the sign is combined with certain consonants:
sharada vowel sign uu The basic shape of the dependent sign for the vowel uu is þ˙. This shape
changes when the sign is combined with certain consonants:
4.4 Consonant Conjuncts
Sharada has an extensive set of consonant conjuncts. See Figure 11, Figure 12, Figure 13, and Figure 14 for
a list of Sharada conjuncts in comparison with those of Devanagari.
4.5 Nasalization
Nasalization in Sharada is indicated by use of þ⁄ sharada sign candrabindu and þ\ sharada sign anus-
vara:
The Sharada candrabindu resembles an inverted þ u+0901 devanagari sign candrabindu. The form
þ⁄ is the common shape of candrabindu as found in Sharada manuscripts. It is semantically identical to the
candrabindu of other Indic scripts. The Sharada form is distinct from the character þk u+0900 devanagari
sign inverted candrabindu proposed by Michael Everson and Peter Scharf (2007), which is “used
to mark anusva¯ra before spirants in [Leopold von] Schröder’s edition of the Kr
˚
s
.
n
.
ayajurveda Ka¯t
.
haka-
Sam˙hita¯.”31
The candrabindu appears in the character sharada om, which is written as :, as shown in the specimen
below:
31 Everson and Scharf 2007: 9.
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4.6 Special Characters
avagraha The sign _ sharada avagraha is used for representing the elision of word-initial a a. It
is written at or below the baseline. This practice differs from the usual practice in Devanagari (_ u+09D3
devanagari sign avagraha) and other scripts of writing avagraha at the normal letter height, attaching
to the top stroke of the following character; eg. Sharada _k ’ka and Devanagari _к ’ka.
jihvamuliya The sign Œ sharada sign jihvamuliya represents a velar fricative [x] that occurs only
before the unvoiced velar stops k ka and K kha. In contrast to the practice in Devanagari (eg. dк h
¯
ka),
jihvamuliya is written as a stacked conjunct in Sharada, eg. ‚. The conjunct should be represented as
<JIHVAMULIYA, VIRAMA, KA> and <JIHVAMULIYA, VIRAMA, KHA>
For line-breaking purposes, jihvamuliya is retained with the consonant character it precedes. It is never
written as a bare character with explicit virama, eg. *ü^ .
Although the existing character u+0CF1 kannada sign jihvamuliya is intended for use with all Indic
script, the encoding of an independent jihvamuliya for Sharada is motivated by the different rendering
behavior of the character in Sharada.
upadhmaniya The sign Ω sharada sign upadhmaniya is used for representing a bilabial fricative [F]
that occurs only before the unvoiced labial stops p pa and P pha. In contrast to the practice in Devanagari
(eg. dp h
¯
pa), upadhmaniya is written as a stacked conjunct in Sharada, eg. pý. The conjunct should be
represented as <UPADHMANIYA, VIRAMA, PA> and <UPADHMANIYA, VIRAMA, PHA>
For line-breaking purposes, upadhmaniya is retained with the consonant character it precedes. It is never
written as a bare character with explicit virama, eg. *ý^ .
Although the existing character u+0CF2 kannada sign upadhmaniya is intended for use with all Indic
script, the encoding of an independent upadhmaniya for Sharada is motivated by the different rendering
behavior of the character in Sharada.
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4.7 Punctuation
Abbreviation The character  sharada abbreviation sign appears commonly in manuscripts. It is writ-
ten after the point at which a word is abbreviated. For line-breaking purposes, it is retained with the sequence
of letters it is written after and cannot appear at the beginning of a line.
The following specimen shows the use of abbreviation sign with ca + anusvara to indicate the abbrevi-
ation of the name of the text:
The specimen below also shows the abbreviation of the name of the text. The dot in the second line of the
colophon is not abbreviation sign, but 0 sharada digit zero. The colophon text reads “Evn 10”, which
is the abbreviation for “Vis
.
n
.
una¯ma Sahasram [folio] 10”.
Separator Manuscripts contain signs used to mark word and other boundaries. The character ø sharada
separator is proposed to represent such signs. For line-breaking purposes, it is retained with the word it is
written after and does appear at the beginning of a line.
The following specimen shows the use of separator to mark word boundaries. The specimen also shows
sharada separator as not marking all word boundaries,
mega¯- | -nviks
.
ya | s
.
ad
.
bhih
.
| s´lokaih
.
| prathamam
.
| sakhı¯m | pratyava¯dı¯t
nanu | vr
˚
ttı¯na¯m
.
| sargabandho hi | maha¯ka¯vyasya laks
.
an
.
a- | -mi
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4.8 Digits
Sharada digits represent values of the decimal system. The notation system of Sharada is unique among
Brahmi-based systems in that a dot represents zero (0 sharada digit zero) and a circle, used in other
notation systems to represent 0, is used to represent the digit one (1 sharada digit one). See Figure 27,
Figure 28, and Figure 29 for examples of Sharada numerals.
4.9 Variant Forms of Characters
vowel sign e The vowel sign e is found in manuscripts written in two different ways: horizontally
and diagonally (as in Devanagari). Both forms may occur within the same document, at times in the same
line. Both forms are semantically identical. The horizontal form is proposed for encoding.
vowel sign ai The vowel sign ai is found in manuscripts written in two different ways: horizontally
and diagonally (as in Devanagari). Both forms may occur within the same document, at times in the same
line. Both forms are semantically identical. The horizontal form is proposed for encoding.
candrabindu The þ⁄ sharada sign candrabindu often appears in manuscripts in an inverted form,
which resembles the appearance of þ u+0901 devanagari sign candrabindu. Both the regular and
inverted forms may appear within the same document and are semantically identical. The inverted candra-
bindu appears in the specimen below as a sign and as part of om:
om A variant form of : sharada om occurs with an inverted candrabindu. The specimen below shows
this inverted om, while candrabindu is written in the regular manner:
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The specimen below shows both forms of candrabindu used to write sharada om within the same docu-
ment.
4.10 Homoglyphic Characters
There are several homoglyphic characters in Sharada: m sharada letter ma and s sharada letter
sa; u sharada letter u and t sharada letter ta, etc. These, however, are distinguished through
subtle features. In the case of ma and sa, the difference lies in the shape of the lower-left loop: that of ma
is rounded, while that of sa is angular. Other homoglyphs such as  sharada abbreviation sign and 0
sharada digit zero are distinguishable through context. A list of homoglyphs (and near-homoglyphs) is
presented in Figure 16.
5 Implementation
5.1 Encoding Model
The encoding model for Sharada should be based on the model implemented for Devanagari.
5.2 Collation
The collating order for Sharada is based on Sanskrit and follows the pattern for Devanagari. Independent
vowel letters are sorted before consonant letters. The signs candrabindu, anusva¯ra, and visarga appear at
the head of the vowel order and are written in combination with sharada letter a.
The collating order for candrabindu, anusva¯ra, visarga, and independent vowels in Sharada is:
a⁄ a\ a, a x i I u U ∑ ı ≤ ≥ e û ú ù
a 


m am
.
ah
.
a a¯ i ı¯ u u¯ r
˚
r¯
˚
l
˚
¯l
˚
e ai o au
Dependent vowel signs are sorted in the same position as their independent shape. Consonants with depen-
dent vowels are sorted first by consonant letter and then by the vowel sign (including candrabindu, anusva¯ra,
and visarga) attached to the letter. A consonant with vira¯ma is sorted last.
p⁄ p\ p, p pA Ep pF p  p˙
pa 


m pam
.
pah
.
pa pa¯ pi pı¯ pu pu¯
pﬁ pŽ p' p| pﬂ p{ po pO p^
pr
˚
pr¯
˚
pl
˚
p¯l
˚
pe pai po pau p
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The pattern for consonants is identical to the suggested encoding order, as follows:
k K g G R c C j J ∂ V W X Y Z t T
ka kha ga gha n˙a ca cha ja jha ña t
.
a t
.
ha d
.
a d
.
ha n
.
a ta tha
d D n p P b B m y r l L v f q s h
da dha na pa pha ba bha ma ya ra la l
.
a va s´a s
.
a sa ha
5.3 Character Properties
The properties for Sharada characters in the Unicode Character Database format are:
11180;SHARADA SIGN CANDRABINDU;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
11181;SHARADA SIGN ANUSVARA;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
11182;SHARADA SIGN VISARGA;Mc;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11183;SHARADA LETTER A;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11184;SHARADA LETTER AA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11185;SHARADA LETTER I;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11186;SHARADA LETTER II;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11187;SHARADA LETTER U;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11188;SHARADA LETTER UU;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11189;SHARADA LETTER VOCALIC R;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1118A;SHARADA LETTER VOCALIC RR;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1118B;SHARADA LETTER VOCALIC L;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1118C;SHARADA LETTER VOCALIC LL;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1118D;SHARADA LETTER E;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1118E;SHARADA LETTER AI;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1118F;SHARADA LETTER O;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11190;SHARADA LETTER AU;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11191;SHARADA LETTER KA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11192;SHARADA LETTER KHA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11193;SHARADA LETTER GA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11194;SHARADA LETTER GHA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11195;SHARADA LETTER NGA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11196;SHARADA LETTER CA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11197;SHARADA LETTER CHA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11198;SHARADA LETTER JA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11199;SHARADA LETTER JHA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1119A;SHARADA LETTER NYA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1119B;SHARADA LETTER TTA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1119C;SHARADA LETTER TTHA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1119D;SHARADA LETTER DDA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1119E;SHARADA LETTER DDHA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1119F;SHARADA LETTER NNA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
111A0;SHARADA LETTER TA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
111A1;SHARADA LETTER THA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
111A2;SHARADA LETTER DA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
111A3;SHARADA LETTER DHA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
111A4;SHARADA LETTER NA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
111A5;SHARADA LETTER PA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
111A6;SHARADA LETTER PHA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
111A7;SHARADA LETTER BA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
111A8;SHARADA LETTER BHA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
111A9;SHARADA LETTER MA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
111AA;SHARADA LETTER YA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
111AB;SHARADA LETTER RA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
111AC;SHARADA LETTER LA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
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111AD;SHARADA LETTER LLA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
111AE;SHARADA LETTER VA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
111AF;SHARADA LETTER SHA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
111B0;SHARADA LETTER SSA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
111B1;SHARADA LETTER SA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
111B2;SHARADA LETTER HA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
111B3;SHARADA VOWEL SIGN AA;Mc;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
111B4;SHARADA VOWEL SIGN I;Mc;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
111B5;SHARADA VOWEL SIGN II;Mc;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
111B6;SHARADA VOWEL SIGN U;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
111B7;SHARADA VOWEL SIGN UU;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
111B8;SHARADA VOWEL SIGN VOCALIC R;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
111B9;SHARADA VOWEL SIGN VOCALIC RR;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
111BA;SHARADA VOWEL SIGN VOCALIC L;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
111BB;SHARADA VOWEL SIGN VOCALIC LL;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
111BC;SHARADA VOWEL SIGN E;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
111BD;SHARADA VOWEL SIGN AI;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
111BE;SHARADA VOWEL SIGN O;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
111BF;SHARADA VOWEL SIGN AU;Mc;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
111C0;SHARADA SIGN VIRAMA;Mc;9;L;;;;;N;;;;;
111C1;SHARADA SIGN AVAGRAHA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
111C2;SHARADA SIGN JIHVAMULIYA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
111C3;SHARADA SIGN UPADHMANIYA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
111C4;SHARADA OM;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
111C5;SHARADA DANDA;Po;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
111C6;SHARADA DOUBLE DANDA;Po;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
111C7;SHARADA ABBREVIATION SIGN;Po;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
111C8;SHARADA SEPARATOR;Po;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
111D0;SHARADA DIGIT ZERO;Nd;0;L;;0;0;0;N;;;;;
111D1;SHARADA DIGIT ONE;Nd;0;L;;1;1;1;N;;;;;
111D2;SHARADA DIGIT TWO;Nd;0;L;;2;2;2;N;;;;;
111D3;SHARADA DIGIT THREE;Nd;0;L;;3;3;3;N;;;;;
111D4;SHARADA DIGIT FOUR;Nd;0;L;;4;4;4;N;;;;;
111D5;SHARADA DIGIT FIVE;Nd;0;L;;5;5;5;N;;;;;
111D6;SHARADA DIGIT SIX;Nd;0;L;;6;6;6;N;;;;;
111D7;SHARADA DIGIT SEVEN;Nd;0;L;;7;7;7;N;;;;;
111D8;SHARADA DIGIT EIGHT;Nd;0;L;;8;8;8;N;;;;;
111D9;SHARADA DIGIT NINE;Nd;0;L;;9;9;9;N;;;;;
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sharada takri gurmukhi devanagari
ka k k c к
kha K K k х
ga g g g g
gha G G G G
n˙a R R L R
ca c c C c
cha C C x C
ja j j j j
jha J J J J
ña ∂ ∂ M 
t
.
a V V t V
t
.
ha W W T W
d
.
a X X D X
r
.
a — w R w
d
.
ha Y Y Q Y
r
.
ha — Q
.
Q x
n
.
a Z Z N Z
ta t t V ta
sharada takri gurmukhi devanagari
tha T T W T
da d d d d
dha D D Y D
na n n n n
pa p p p p
pha P P f P
ba b b b b
bha B B B B
ma m m m m
ya y y y y
ra r r r r
la l l l l
l
.
a L L l
.

va v v v v
s´a f f S ш
s
.
a q q — q
sa s s s s
ha h h h h
Table 10: A comparison of digitized consonant letters of Sharada, Takri, Gurmukhi, and Devana-
gari.
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independent vowels
sharada takri gurmukhi devanagari
a a a a a
a¯ x x aA aA
i i i ie i
ı¯ I I eI и
u u u uU u
u¯ U U u< uu
r
˚
∑ — — 
r¯
˚
ı — — 
l
˚
≤ — — 
¯l
˚
≥ — — 
e e e eE e
ai eﬂ û a> e
o ú ú o ao
au ù ù aO aO
dependent vowel signs
sharada takri gurmukhi devanagari
-a — — — —
-a¯ þA þA þA þA
-i Eþ Eþ iþ Eþ
-ı¯ þF þF þI þF
-u þ  þ  þU þumatra
-u¯ þ˙ þ˙ þ< þuumatra
-r
˚
þﬁ — — þ
-r¯
˚
þŽ — — þ
-l
˚
þ' — — þ
-
¯l
˚
þ| — — þ|
-e þﬂ þﬂ þ E þ
-ai þ{ þ{ þ > þ{
-o þo þo þ ~ þo
-au þO þO þ O þO
Table 11: A comparison of digitized vowel letters and signs of Sharada, Takri, Gurmukhi, and
Devanagari.
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sharada takri gurmukhi devanagari
0 0 0 0 0
1 1 1 1 1
2 2 2 2 2
3 3 3 3 3
4 4 4 4 4
sharada takri gurmukhi devanagari
5 5 5 5 5
6 6 6 6 6
7 7 7 7 7
8 8 8 8 8
9 9 9 9 9
Table 12: A comparison of digitzed digits of Sharada, Takri, Gurmukhi, and Devanagari.
sharada takri gurmukhi devanagari
om
.
: — # :
vira¯ma þ^ þ^ þ^ þ^
avagraha _ — — _
jihva¯mu¯lı¯ya þü — — þd
upadhma¯nı¯ya þý — — þd
Table 13: A comparison of various signs of Sharada, Takri, Gurmukhi, and Devanagari.
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Figure 2: Folio 1 (verso) of a birch-bark manuscript of the Kashmirian Paippala¯da recension of the
Atharvaveda. Text is Sanskrit written in the Sharada script. (From digitized version produced by
Anthos Imprint, 2001.)
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Figure 3: Folio 1 (verso) of the Bakhshali manuscript. Text is Sanskrit written in the Sharada script
(from Kaye 1927: Plate II).
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eyFigure 4: Specimens of Kashmiri in hand-written modern Sharada from 1896 (from Grierson 1919: 317–318). The text contains idiosyncratic
diacritics for the purposes of representing the vowel sounds of Kashmiri, which cannot be fully expressed natively in Sharada.
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Figure 5: Entry for the Kashmiri languages in The Book of a Thousand Tongues showing a speci-
men of a bible printed in Sharada type (from American Bible Society 1938: 190).
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Figure 6: Table showing Sharada vowels, various signs, and Kashmiri names (from Grierson 1916:
681–682).
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Figure 7: Table showing Sharada vowels, various signs, and Kashmiri names (from Grierson 1916:
683).
Figure 8: Inventory of Sharada letters from a German compendium of writing systems (from Faul-
mann 1880: 139).
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Figure 9: Inventory of Sharada letters from a primer of the script (from Slaje and Hanneder 2005:
3).
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Figure 10: Inventory of Sharada letters from a Nepali book on scripts (from ´Sa¯kyavam
.
s´a 1974:
62).
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Figure 11: Table showing Sharada consonants and Kashmiri names for letters: ka to ma (from
Grierson 1916: 684–685).
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Figure 12: Table showing Sharada consonants and Kashmiri names for letters: ya to l
.
ha (from
Grierson 1916: 686–687).
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Figure 13: Sharada conjuncts from kka to tsya (from Grierson 1916: 694–695).
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Figure 14: Sharada conjuncts from thna to stya (from Grierson 1916: 696–697).
Figure 15: Sharada conjuncts from stra to hva (from Grierson 1916: 698).
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Figure 16: Inventory of homoglyphic characters (from Slaje and Hanneder 2005: 5).
Figure 17: An inventory of Sharada characters typically found in manuscripts (from Lokesh Chan-
dra 1982a: 761).
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Figure 18: Comparison of historical and modern forms of Sharada from manuscripts: a to gha
(from Kaul Deambi 2008: Table 5a).
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Figure 19: Comparison of historical and modern forms of Sharada from manuscripts: n˙a to na
(from Kaul Deambi 2008: Table 5b).
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Figure 20: Comparison of historical and modern forms of Sharada from manuscripts: pa to vira¯ma
(from Kaul Deambi 2008: Table 5c).
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Figure 21: Comparison of Sharada forms found in major records (from Kaye 1927: Table 1)
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Figure 22: Comparison of Sharada forms found in inscriptions from 8th–10th century (from Kaul Deambi 1982: Table 2b). Compare with forms
found in inscriptions from 14th–16th century, as shown in Figure 23.
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Figure 23: Comparison of Sharada forms found in inscriptions from 14th–16th century (from Kaul Deambi 1982: Table 4b). Compare with forms
found in manuscripts from 12th–16th century, as shown in Figure 24.
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Figure 24: Comparison of Sharada forms found in manuscripts from 12th–16th century (from Kaul Deambi 1982: Table 5b). Compare with forms
found in inscriptions from 14th–16 century, as shown in Figure 23.
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Figure 25: Stages of development of Sharada characters from Brahmi (from Ojha¯ 1971: Plate
LXXXII).
Figure 26: The Devas´es
.
a and T
.
a¯krı¯ descendents of Sharada (from Kaul Deambi 2008: 134).
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Figure 27: Sharada numbers 1 to 100 printed using a metal font in a French book on numeration
systems (from Pihan 1860: 86–88).
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Figure 28: Sharada numerals (from Grierson 1916: 698).
Figure 29: Inventory of Sharada numerals from a Nepali book on
scripts (from ´Sa¯kyavam
.
s´a 1974: 76).
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Figure 30: Comparison of Sharada, Takri, and Gurmukhi (from Ojha¯ 1971: Plate LXXVII).
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Figure 31: Comparison of Sharada, Takri, Landa, and related scripts (from Jensen 1969: 366).
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Figure 32: Comparison of Sharada with other north-western Indic scripts (from Mule 1974: 160–162).
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